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SHORT WORKS 2020 AUDITION BOOKLET 

(Please Print and Bring this Booklet with you)  

Parts Available:  

Play Character  Age  Gender  
Hoarder Mum 50-80 Female 
Hoarder Jack 20-40 Male  
Hoarder Fran 20-40 Female  
The Descent  Jenna 25-40 Female 
The Descent DI Jenkins 25+ Any 
The Swanry Story Henry/Swanry 20-40 Male 
The Swanry Story Marth 18-40 Female 
The Swanry Story Harry/Harriet 50-80 Any 
The Swanry Story 2.0 (Steven): 20-40 Male 
Punched Bisto 30-40 Male 
Why Am I A Fish? Tom 16-25 Male 
Why Am I A Fish? Fish Any Any  
The Farcical Exhibition 
Of Hovel and Hume 

Hamilton Hume  20-30 Male 

The Farcical Exhibition 
Of Hovel and Hume 

William Hovell 30-40 Male 

The Farcical Exhibition 
Of Hovel and Hume 

Henry Angel 20-30 Male 

The Farcical Exhibition 
Of Hovel and Hume 

Thomas Boyd 20-40 Male 

The Farcical Exhibition 
Of Hovel and Hume 

Thomas Brisbane 50+ Male 

A Voice from the Past Jeremy Hanson Any Male 
The Bed Method Derrick 20-30 Male 
The Bed Method Miracy 30-40 Female 
The Bed Method Audrey Any Female 
The Magenta Revenge Gary 20-30 Male 
The Magenta Revenge Brendan 20-30 Male 
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Quick Synopsis: 
 
A Good Coffee - Already Cast 
Synopsis: A monologue delivered by a young woman struggling in an abusive relationship. She 
eventually realises what is going on and the effect it has had on her. She decides she has had 
enough.  
 
Hoarder -  Page 3  
Synopsis: A family try to find a way to deal with the past so they can move on from the situation that 
has been holding them back 
 
The Descent –  Page 4 
Synopsis: A woman is arrested following the death of her children, but is she guilty of their murder? 
 
The Swanry Story –  5 
Synopsis: An absurd comedy in which our hero(?) Henry one day wakes up as a swan. A fairy tale 
with a twist well suited to big performers not afraid to be the butt of the joke. 
 
Punched – Page 7 
Synopsis: Bisto, arrested for fighting at a funeral, justifies his actions while he waits for his mug shot. 
 
Why Am I A Fish? –  Page 8 
Synopsis: Tom has confided in his best friend, Fish, for most of his life. But now, as he packs his 
suitcase to start a new life somewhere else, he won't tell Fish why. Secrets from the past are brought 
to the fore as Fish tries to convince Tom that he doesn't need to change in order to 'fit in'. 
 
The Farcical Exhibition Of Hovel and Hume - Page 9 
Synopsis: 1824. Hamilton Hume and William Hovell set out to find an inland route from Sydney to 
Port Phillip. Considered a fine match, the two headstrong men become bitter enemies along the 
way. 
 
A Voice from the Past - Page 11 
Synopsis: A tragedy/horror looking at the permanence of our mistakes. Essentially a monologue for a 
strong actor and room to experiment with sound, lighting, costuming ect to portray 'The dark figure'. 
Due to public demand, Australia's best loved psychic is back! Jeremy Hanson is bringing his 
successful interactive show back to our venue for one night only. After an extended hiatus due to a 
personal tragedy, Jeremy returns to the stage tonight with a much stronger connection to the 
spiritual world than ever before, one that he hopes to share with you. "My powers always came 
from a place of grief, Lord knows it affects us in powerful ways. The past was real, however 
sometimes our memories are not enough, tonight, I offer you something more" - Jeremy Hanson. 
 
The Bed Method - Page 12 
Synopsis: Some shows are never meant to happen, and this production of Romeo and Juliet is one of 
them.  When it came to directing actors like Derrick and Miracy, Audrey had a radical plan to 
“unblock” them, but now she realises that nothing and no-one can save the show from the tyranny 
of the actors she has cast. 
 
The Magenta Revenge - Page 14 
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Synopsis: When a stranger arrives at GARY's house, Gary doesn't know what he wants.  But it soon 
becomes clear that Gary's girlfriend, NATALIE, knows exactly what she wants—and BRENDAN is 
there to help her.  
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HOARDER AUDITION PIECE 
 

Mum Be careful of those! 

Jack Mum we feel like we’ve let you down. 

Mum What do you mean? 

Jack Well since the last clean up, we feel like we may not have given you the 

support to help maintain that environment 

Mum Environment? 

Jack The house. 

Mum The house? 

Fran Mum the house looks like a dump 

Jack Fran! 

Mum Well this dump or environment or whatever you want to call it is my home 

and I have every right to have it the way I want it. 

Jack Of course you do and we want you to have a house you are happy and proud 

to live in but… 

Mum I’m happy here. 

Fran How? 

Mum You might remember you two had many happy years growing up here. 

Jack We just feel with the way it is right now that it’s not healthy for your body or 

your mind 

Jack practically whispers the last word 

Mum So what you think I’m crazy or something? 

Jack No we didn’t say that. 

Mum Fran do you think I’m crazy? 

Fran I think you need help. 

Mum To do what exactly? 

Fran To get rid of all this shit. 

Mum Really, well this ‘shit’ might not mean anything to you but it does to me. 
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THE DESCENT AUDITION PIECE 
 

JENNA: Look, it’s getting really late, I hope this won’t take long? 

DI JENKINS: Let’s just keep going shall we? 

JENNA: I need to be home by 8, I need to be there to tuck my children into 

bed.  

DI JENKINS: It’s nearly midnight now.  

JENNA: Oh my, time has gotten away. I’m afraid I will have to answer your 

questions another time.  

DI JENKINS: What? It doesn’t work like that.  

JENNA: Can I leave now?  

DI JENKINS: Mrs Harper you have been arrested under suspicion of murder. You 

know that right? 

JENNA: And who am I supposed to have killed? 

DI JENKINS: [Solemn and careful] Your children, Jenna. You killed your children.  

JENNA: Children? 

DI JENKINS: Yes, children. Harry and Ava.  

JENNA: Named after my parents.  

DI JENKINS: You killed your children. 

JENNA: [Growing increasingly angry] How dare you? I could never. Is this 

some kind of sick joke? Who the hell do you think you are? [She 

stands] My children are my absolute world! How dare you! I love my 

kids. I would never. [Now shouting] Never! How can this be 

happening? They are just sleeping. Just sleeping in the bathroom. Just 

sleeping. Never. They are... [She realises what she is saying and looks 

confused for a moment.] 

She stops shouting and sits back down. There is a short pause. 

DI JENKINS: [Calmly] Why don’t we go back to talking about what happened 

today? You said Darren called.  
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THE SWANRY STORY AUDITION PIECE 
PIECE 1 (HENRY/SWANRY + MARTH) 
 

SWANRY Oh, no, oh, no, I’m sopping wet, I’ve wet the bloody bed again I’ve 

wet the bloody bed again. Hang on a hot sec, feathers? a long bloody 

neck? Oh no, all my worst dream have finally come true. I’m a fricken 

swan! Im a fricken swan! Now everyone’s gonna call me ’Swanry’ ooo 

look, bread. 

Marth is crying on a park bench breaking off pieces of bread and throwing them into the 

pond. Swanry floats over singing to himself. 

SWANRY Two webbed feet one orange beak, man it’s so rough, being a swan. 

MARTH Oh, I’m sorry, I didn’t realise there was anyone else here, don’t mind 

me, just, you know, parents. 

SWANRY Yeah, fricken hate my mum. 

MARTH Wow, I guess I’ve never heard it put so sussinctly, I uh, well, gosh I’m 

gonna say it, I hate my father too, he’s a, a, an old dingbat! 

Both crack up with laughter 

MARTH Hah-hah, wow I feel better. So rude of me not to have formally 

introduced myself, I’m Marth. 

SWANRY G’day Marth 

MARTH Sorry I don’t think I even caught your name, was it, Swanry? 

SWANRY Aw, I knew it. 

MARTH Yes it’s weird, I feel like I knew it too, I’ve only just met you but I feel 

like I’ve known you my whole life. Hey, this is crazy and I totally 

understand if you say no but, spend the day with me Swanry, I could 

use some cheering up. 

SWANRY Yeah alright. 
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PIECE 2 (HARRY/HARRIET+ 2.0 + MARTH) 
 

MARTH I’m glad you were my first. That’s the beautiful thing about swans you 

know? They mate for life. He’ll try and stop us being together, I know 

he will, but our love 

knows no bounds, I think that when my father sees, in time he’ll grow to understand our 

love for what it is, honest, true, pure. 

2.0 comes running in, exausted. 

2.0 Swanry! Girl! You have to get out of here, she’s back on the drink! 

Harry enters, blind drunk with a gun. 

HARRY Where is that god forsaken pond pigeon! 

MARTH Dad, stop, this is why mother left you, you’re not yourself on the 

whiskey. 

HARRY Your mother left me because she was a bloody harlot! But at least she 

was a harlot for men, not putrid swans!! But I can fix that. Hold still 

Swanry ya dickhead (aims rifle) 

MARTH Dad, no, please, You don’t understand, we love each other, we’re 

going to get married. 

HARRY Married! A swan for a son in law? God what will the lads at the 

country club think? Well they’re not gonna bloody find out 

2.0 It’s ok guys, I got this. 

2.0 rushes Harry, attempts to distract her, he is easily over-powered but buys Swanry and 

Marth a few moments. 

MARTH Now Swanry, you have to leave me, fly, we’ll meet in Cairnes like we 

always talked about. 

HARRY Swanry! Don’t turn your back on an old man, face me, are you a man? 

Or are you a swan?  
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PUNCHED AUDITION PIECE 
 

Bisto: You've heard that saying 'chose your battles wisely'? It's kind of bullshit, don't 

you think? I mean, what if you've no choice? What if you've an ongoing battle 

up in your face all of the fucking time? Some battles you just can't walk away 

from, right? You've not yet mastered the skill that gives you that strength to 

take it on. 

 

Bisto taps his head. 

 

I mean, what if the battle's up in here? Addicts, they battle all day, every day. Drink, drugs, 

porn, gambling… 

My nan gambled, and she was addicted to Bingo. It came before her family, the fear of 

missing out on the thrill of the win. She never won big and went six feet 

under not knowing her family, and a debt my Mum's still repaying. 

But that's not me. I don't drink, I've never done drugs, and I've seen the impact gambling 

has on people. I stay well away from all that shit. 

My battle? 

My battle started from here… 

 

Bisto lowers his handcuffed hands to the height of his knee. 

 

My earliest memory… 

…a hounded memory of a four-year-old boy watching their Mum being thrown across the 

room. A four-year-old boy frozen in fear and unable to move, too afraid to 

look up, staring down at the red stone tiled floor. 

Unable to protect. 
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WHY AM I A FISH? AUDITION PIECE 
 

FISH: I’m a fish. 

TOM: Why are you a fish? 

FISH: I ask myself that a lot. Why am I a fish? Why am I a fish? Why am I a fish? Why 

am I a fish? There are a lot of things one could be. One could be a dragonfly and 

die within four months. And that’s if you’re lucky. Or one could be a walrus and 

be desired for one’s tusks. They would be ripped from your face and the rest of 

you would be harvested for fat and meat. That wouldn’t be nice. I suppose if I 

were a walrus or a dragonfly, I wouldn’t know any other reality. I’d happily be a 

walrus or a dragonfly simply because I was one. Because that’s better than being 

nothing at all. 

TOM: Maybe. 

FISH: So, why am I a fish? 

(Pause.) 

Because I am. 

TOM: Don’t you wish you were something else? 

FISH: No. 

TOM: I do. It’d be easier to be a walrus. Easier to have things ripped from my face, and 

to be… harvested or whatever. 

FISH: Why? 

TOM: I don’t know. 

(Pause.) 

Being myself is costly. It takes effort and bravery – a kind of courage or mettle or whatever that I 

can’t conjure up. Even on those fierce days – you know what I mean? Those days 

when you have resolve to be yourself and to be angry at the world and say fuck 

you to everyone on the street, but not with words, with your clothes or a certain 

way of walking and smiling smugly – with a glint, you know? In your eye. Days 

when you don’t really consider the consequences of being you. And then the 

days turn into night, and you shrivel up again, because the nights belong to 

them. Nights are full of hate. That’s why I can’t sleep. 

FISH: The nights are quiet here. 

TOM: Only because they don’t know. Dad reads too much. Mum listens too much. If I 

told them… something… they would glance away and say nothing, probably. Or 

they would say something, but it’d be strange and inauthentic and cold, like 

they’ve heard it in a video and stored it away just in case. 

FISH: What needs to be said? 

TOM: I will say to them – 

(Pause.) 

I will tell them something. And then I will leave. Or maybe I’ll leave a note. And then I will leave. 

Whatever. In the end, I’ll go. 

FISH: Nobody wants you to leave. 

TOM: You can’t say that. You can’t talk about what you don’t know. 

FISH: I think I do know. 
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THE FARCICAL EXHIBITION OF HOVEL AND HUME AUDITION PIECE 1 (BRISBANE/HUME/HOVELL) 
 

Brisbane: Thanks to your work, Mr Hume and Captain Hovell, we have disproved  

Surveyor General Oxley’s pernicious view that the interior is nothing but an 

uninhabitable wilderness. If your descriptions are to be believed - and I for 

one think they are - there is abundant well-watered grazing land between 

the Murrumbidgee and the newly discovered “Hume” River. Not to mention 

the opening up of an inland route to Port Phillip which will deliver enormous 

benefit to both settlements! So, congratulations!  

Hume: Thank you, Sir.  

Hovell: Thank you.  

Brisbane: So, when did you arrive back in town? 7 Two Men, One Frypan  

Hume: I arrived in Sydney a week ago, Sir.  

Hovell: As did I.  

Brisbane: Splendid! Then your differences have been put aside? Despite our best  

hopes, it seems you did not always see eye to eye, or so I heard.  

Hume: I heard you only arrived two days ago, William. Or is that a rumour?  

Hovell: Unfounded, I’m sure, Hamilton.  

Brisbane: Er… you didn’t arrive home together?  

Hovell: No, Sir. We..um.. Had a.. um… healthy competition on the return trip - with  

each taking our own way so as to discover further...  

Hume: Say it plain, Hovell. We raced home, Sir. First into your office gets the prize. 
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THE FARCICAL EXHIBITION OF HOVEL AND HUME AUDITION PIECE 2 
(ANGEL/BOYD/HUME/HOVELL) 
 
Hume: We go around to the north west, skirting those two peaks and hopefully  

finding a way through the scrub by following the creek valleys.  

Angel: The valleys are the best bet. Clean source of water, and usually more shelter  

down there if the weather rolls in.  

Boyd: If we’re lucky, we might come across some Blackfellows who can point us in  

the right direction. Two Men, One Frypan Hume: Exactly.  

Hovell: I disagree wholeheartedly. We should continue south west, taking the  

shortest, most direct route towards Port Phillip. Going out of our way 

around to the north is a waste of time. Boyd?  

A pause.  

 

Boyd: If you say so, Mr Hovell.  

Hume: It’ll take the same amount of time, ‘cause to the south west we’ll have to  

trek up and over at least three peaks that I can see from here.  

Hovell: Equally, we have no idea what lays beyond that peak to the North west.  

Hume: Following the river valleys is a no-brainer. All the men agree.  

Hovell:  A waste of time 
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A VOICE FROM THE PAST AUDITION PIECE 
 
Jeremy: The last time I saw her? Would have been the same night, yes. She was  

talking about how she wanted kids and a family but when she thought of 

that future, she didn’t see me. When I turned to leave the room, she 

flinched. That’s what broke me. After five years happy together, after the 

lives we’d changed, she thought I’d actually ever do anything to hurt her. I 

never had, never would. But she flinched. At that moment, consciously, 

subconsciously, on some level . . . she believed I was going to hit her. I hate 

her for it. I always will.  

 

Jeremy turns away from the audience as music and stage lights begin to rise 

up. Tacky church music begins to play as Jeremy turns and gestures 

awkwardly towards the audience. The music fades out as Jeremy becomes 

‘serious’ and composed.  

 

Brothers and sisters, everybody in this room has lost someone, has had 

someone they care about return to God; and if you haven’t then sorry to be 

the bearer of bad news, but you will. We miss them, we may still even talk 

to them every day years after they’ve left this mortal realm. What if I told 

you, sometimes, they talk back.  

 

For the next sixty minutes I’ll invite everyone to join with me in their belief 

that the end of our physical existence is not in fact the end at all, that the 

past was real. I’m Jeremy Hanson, and this is ‘A Voice From the Past’.  
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THE BED METHOD AUDITION PIECE 
 
DERRICK: So how was that?  

AUDREY: Shithouse. 

DERRICK: OK. OK. Right now, I don’t have any idea how I can use what you've just said  

to get even better, but—  

AUDREY: Better? You can't get any better, Derrick. I think this is the best that you can  

do.  

DERRICK: Thank you.  

AUDREY: I didn't mean it as a compliment!  

DERRICK: Oh. How did you mean it, then?  

AUDREY: I mean you're atrocious. You still are. You should be banned from even  

coming within 5 miles of a stage. There are rocks in the garden around this 

theatre that I think would do a better job than what I've just seen.  

DERRICK: Do you think the set would look better with some rocks around it?  

AUDREY: (sarcastic) Yes, Derrick, that’s exactly what I mean.  

MIRACY: But what about your Method, Audrey? Hasn’t that unblocked us all?  

AUDREY: There was nothing to unblock. I’ve come to the end of my powers, Derrick.  

There’s nothing more I can do.  

DERRICK: You mean I’ve achieved the goal of UTF—Ultimate Theatrical Freedom?  

AUDREY: Well you are totally unembarrassable, but I think you were like that all 

along,  

weren't you?  

DERRICK: But—but you’re the director, Audrey. I’m sure I still need direction, even if I  

don’t feel that I do.  

AUDREY: You don't need direction, Derrick, you need a miracle. Unfortunately, the  

only person who can help died two thousand years ago. 

DERRICK: You think there's too much of The Divine in my interpretation?  

AUDREY: No! No! 

MIRACY: No director has ever compared me to Christ.  

DERRICK: I'm rather touched, actually.  

AUDREY: For godsake!  

MIRACY: It must be working, Derrick. Keep going!  

AUDREY: No! Don’t keep going! Stop! Stop!  

MIRACY: I really thought you were getting to grips with the inner torment of the girl,  

Derrick.  
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DERRICK: Thank you, Miracy. I actually took up your suggestion that I base it on  

someone I know, so I've based it on my grandmother.  

MIRACY: That's wonderful!  

AUDREY: You've based your interpretation of Juliet, a 14-year-old girl, on a geriatric?  

MIRACY: I never thought I'd hear you being ageist, Audrey!  

DERRICK:  I shared my misgivings about this whole role reversal thing, about  

portraying a young girl, but you said if I followed your Method I’d find my 

Inner Woman, and I have. I’ve traced the lineage of my Inner Woman back 

to my grandmother.  

AUDREY: What have I done? What have I done?  

DERRICK: You said three nights ago that I had to completely reinvent myself onstage.  

MIRACY: Is that when she slept with you?  

AUDREY: What?! You told Miracy?  

DERRICK: Is that a problem?  

AUDREY: But—  

DERRICK: Miracy told me she'd slept with you too. 
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THE MAGENTA REVENGE AUDITION PIECE 
 
BRENDAN: Gary Devon?  

GARY: What?  

BRENDAN: Gary Devon? Shit! You do know your own name, don’t you?  

GARY: Yes! Yes! What do you want? Brendan pulls out a small photo and compares  

it to Gary.  

BRENDAN: It’s you alright.  

GARY: What are you — 

 

Brendan kicks Gary in the guts. Gary rolls over, fighting for breath.  

 

BRENDAN: That one’s the real killer that one is. You just can’t seem to catch your  

breath, can you? It’s like “Jesus, will this ever stop? Will I ever breathe in 

fully ever again in my whole life?”  

GARY: It — it —  

BRENDAN: Don’t talk. I know you can’t anyway. I’ll just give you a couple of minutes to  

catch up. It’s simple, really.  

 

Brendan walks around the room, inspecting everything.  

 

BRENDAN: Nice place. I like the view. From here you can just see the Thompson  

Meatworks on the Maribyrnong. Very nice. Can you smell them as well, that 

nice sweaty meaty smell of cattle knowing they’re about to die but not being 

able to do a damn thing about it? No, don’t answer. Plenty of time for talk 

later.  

GARY: What are you —  

BRENDAN: Gary Gary Gary. I bet you’re wondering who the hell I am and what the hell  

I’m doing here. I often wonder that myself. Existential challenge of the C21 

st . But in your case, it’s quite simple, really. I’m here because of you.  

GARY: Me?  

BRENDAN: You. I told you it was simple.  

GARY: But —  

BRENDAN: Ah, I detect a hint of confusion. You would like me to explain?  

 

Gary nods furiously.  

 

BRENDAN: It’s really because of you and Natalie.  

GARY: Natalie?  

BRENDAN: I offer a service to people. That’s what life is really all about, isn’t it? You  

have something that someone else wants, so you charge accordingly, and 

then —  

GARY: I don’t under —  

 

Brendan goes to kick Gary. Gary quivers in anticipation of the kick, but Brendan stops.  
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BRENDAN: Anticipation. More painful than the actual connection, wasn’t it?  

GARY: Yes, yes it was. Brendan delivers a lightning fast kick to Gary, who goes down  

again.  

BRENDAN: Don’t interrupt me when I’m talking. Now where was I? Oh yes, a service.  

That’s what it’s all about. Do you know the service I provide?  

 

Gary shakes his head.  

 

BRENDAN: I’m a neurologist.  

 
 


